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Abstract: An efficient ramp control strategy may not be politically attractive due to its negative impacts on equity. This paper a
this issue and presents a new objective for ramp metering—minimizing weighted travel time—which is able to balance effic
equity. A quasioptimization/simulation approach is used to achieve the new objective. BEEX, a new family of control strate
various degrees of equity consideration, are developed and used to demonstrate this approach.
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Introduction

Previous evaluation studies~e.g., Cambridge Systematics 20!
show ramp meters can lower travel time, increase throug
reduce accidents, and reduce fuel consumption and emis
However, meters also have some negative effects. Some
long queues created at entrance ramps frustrate drivers an
diverted traffic may place nearby intersections above capac
has also been a concern that ramp meters could exacerbate
sprawl by encouraging longer trips. A spatial equity measure
summarizes the distribution of delays among drivers origina
from different on ramps can capture those negative impac
ramp meters. Kotsialos and Papageorgiou~2001! examine the
spatial distribution of ramp delays with different on-ramp stor
restrictions. Levinson and Zhang~2004! apply a Gini coefficien
to measure distributional properties of trip delays. By one de
tion, a freeway system is perfectly equitable if all drivers exp
ence the same delay per unit distance of travel. Most exi
ramp control strategies aim to minimize total delay. T
efficiency-oriented objective, however, leads to a control l
that is the least equitable, because the fewest on ramps ar
trolled to provide uncongested traffic conditions on the free
mainline for all drivers~Zhang and Levinson 2004!. The tradeof
between efficiency and equity has also been confirmed in
Twin Cities ~Minneapolis, Minn.! ramp meter shut down expe
ment~Levinson and Zhang 2004!. The most efficient ramp contr
strategy, therefore, is not politically attractive due to its nega
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impacts on equity. The public also has substantial doubts o
overall system effectiveness after experiencing long delays
ramps. In the case of the Twin Cities, dissatisfaction with
ramp delays~at times greater than 20 min! forced engineers
revise the algorithm to incorporate equity. All this suggests
though improving efficiency is the original and still the most
portant goal of ramp metering, equity should be considere
more proactive ways to make the metering system viable.

Some elements in existing ramp control strategies, such a
constraint of maximum ramp queue length and on-ramp co
nation, improve equity by equalizing delays to some extent. H
ever, those elements were developed originally for other rea
~to prevent spillover effects and to prevent mainline conges
respectively! and often operate through overriding mechanis
Their effectiveness in balancing efficiency and equity is unc

This research redefines user benefits for freeway opera
with drivers’ perception in mind, and explores how the traditio
efficiency and the emerging equity goals can be systemat
balanced in light of this new definition. A practical simulat
approach is recommended, instead of strict optimization for
sons explained below.

New Objective for Ramp Metering

In order to apply standard optimization methods to balance
ciency and equity, decision makers must either specify the
tive importance of the two objectives, or determine their sati
ing levels. However, in the case of ramp metering,
relationships between design variables~metering rates! and the
objectives are not explicit, which makes it difficult to direc
weight efficiency and equity. Furthermore, even if a biobjec
formulation is available, solving for global optimality will be ve
difficult because the optimal control problem with the efficie
objective alone is already hard and requires heuristics~Lovell and
Daganzo 2000! or search for local optimum~Kotsialos et al
2002!. Therefore, a more practical approach is adopted h
which starts with an inquiry into the reasons why the traditi
metering objective fails to address equity.

Weighted Travel Time

Minimizing total travel time does not consider equity becaus

travel times ~free flow, congested, stop and go! are counted
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equally. Under this objective, there is no particular incentiv
reduce waiting times in queues that are usually perceived as
onerous by drivers. In order to improve the equity of ramp
tering, drivers who are forced to wait in queue by the algori
for overall system efficiency in a control interval should be c
sidered more important in subsequent intervals so that extre
long delays can be eliminated. A straightforward way to inco
rate this idea into traffic control is to weight travel times base
drivers’ perception of their desirableness reflected in a weig
function ~for instance, the longer the delay, the larger the weig!.
The weights are similar, but not necessarily identical, to valu
travel time. Then the objective function becomes minimiz
weighted travel time.

The objective of many ramp control strategies is to prec
freeway mainline queues by restricting mainline flows just be
capacity. In this case, the new objective can be simplified to m
mizing weighted ramp delay because:~1! the freeway mainline i
uncongested and the total mainline travel time is constant~assum
ing fixed demand! and ~2! uncongested travel times should h
the same weights. It can be further shown by contradiction
for the new metering objective to be able to balance efficie
and equity, the weighting function must not be constant~i.e.,
longer delays have heavier weights!. If all weights from ramp
delays are the same, total weighted delay is minimized when
absolute delay is minimized because the weight is simply a
stant and can be cancelled out from the objective function.

Weighting Function

The task of developing a new metering objective thus co
down to the identification of a nonconstant weighting function
ramp delays. One would naturally relate this weighting func
to the value of travel time. Previous research focuses on
drivers perceive travel times classified by some rather coars
egories. For instance, Hensher~2000! shows that stop-and-g
travel is 8–17 times more onerous than free-flow travel u
logit models and data from stated preference surveys. How
such a value-of-time function is still constant in a sense that
would not reveal how much drivers perceive the first minut
delay differently from the second minute and so on. In orde
obtain a truly nonconstant subjective value of time function
freeway travel and ramp delay, the authors have been workin
data collected from stated preference surveys and driving sim
tion experiments designed explicitly for this purpose~Levinson e
al. 2004!. The most recent results which can be applied in op
tional ramp control strategies are summarized by Zhang e
~private communication!.

However, the difficulty of getting the value-of-time functi
does not completely hinder applications of the new control ob

Fig. 1. On-ramp coord
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tive, because weights can also be appropriately specified by
neers to address practical problems. For instance, if long
delays are perceived as unbearable and it is important to e
no one waits for more than 4 min. to gain public acceptance
weighting function could be specified such that the weights fo
delays shorter than 4 min are unity and for delays longer th
min infinity. This is the strategy adopted in the Twin Cities a
the shut down experiment.

Implementation

Implementing the objective of minimizing weighted travel ti
requires the ability to track individual ramp delays. As mentio
above, a strict optimization is not pursued for its overwhelm
complexity and uncertain benefits. An alternative procedur
implementation is to rely on traffic simulation, which consist
three steps:~1! various equity considerations are added to
standard efficiency-maximizing metering logic, and each eq
consideration would then correspond to a candidate ramp c
strategy;~2! all candidate control strategies are implemented
traffic simulator and weighted travel times measured using s
lation outputs~i.e., the task of mapping equity consideration
the objective is achieved via simulation!; and ~3! the best avail
able control strategy yielding the lowest weighted travel tim
determined. The following sections demonstrate this proced

Family of Ramp Control Strategies

There are two types of on-ramp coordination that should be
tinguished. Coordination in many existing algorithms aims to
vent queue formation on the freeway mainline so as to mini
absolute travel time. We refer to it as efficiency coordination
contrast, equity coordination is dedicated to equalizing delay
uity coordination tends to meter more on ramps than “necess
For instance, if at least two on ramps must be metered to re
a downstream bottleneck, efficiency coordination would only
ordinate these two ramps while equity coordination would res
more than two on ramps to distribute delays more evenly am
more drivers. As more ramps are metered, an improveme
system equity at the price of efficiency should be observed
scope of equity coordination can be easily adjusted in respon
traffic growth and drivers’ perception.

The highest efficiency of the ramp metering system
achieved when only the on ramp~s! closest to every active fre
way bottleneck are metered when freeway internal queues a
allowed in the objective~Zhang and Levinson 2004!. A new fam-
ily of ramp control strategies, balanced efficiency and eq
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strategies with equity coordination factorX ~BEEXs! is devel-
oped in this study which implements this most-efficient ramp
tering logic with various degrees of equity coordination. Ac
bottlenecks are identified dynamically in real time in BEEX
BEEX, X on ramps will be metered upstream of an active bo
neck such that mainline queues are avoided~or minimized when
queues inevitably form because of temporary demand surge! and
delays are evenly distributed whenever feasible. However,
dination groups are not predetermined and adjusted in respo
real-time traffic conditions. The mechanism of BEEX is ill
trated in detail using the example of BEE3 in which the on-r
coordination factorX=3 ~see Fig. 1!.

The control process starts from the furthest downstream
tion. In Step 1, Section 1 automatically becomes a critical sec
Three on-ramps upstream of Section 1~Ramps 1, 2, and 3! are
coordinated to ensure the flow in Section 1 will not exceed
effective capacity. The coordination is executed in a way such
individual ramp delays at all on ramps in the same coordina
group are equal for vehicles arriving at these on ramps a
same time. This is achieved by equalizing the ratio of the m
ing rates to ramp demands. Meter rates at these on ramp
determined tentatively according to the above criteria. Fo
stance, if the extra capacity at Section 1 in a control interval~the
difference between the capacity of Section 1 and the synchro
upstream mainline flow of the coordination group! is 12 vehicles
control interval, and the current queue lengths~demand! at On
Ramps 1, 2, and 3 are 10, 10, and 20, respectively. The
capacity should be allocated to the on ramps in proportion t
demand. Therefore, the tentative metering rates for the
ramps would be 3, 3, and 6, respectively, keeping a constan
of metering rates to demands~0.3! across all on ramps in th
current coordination group.

In Step 2, a checking process assesses whether any ma
section ~1, 2, and 3! in the current coordination group wou
become a new critical section under the tentative metering
determined in the preceding coordination step. In the exam
flow on Section 3~the sum of upstream mainline flow and p
posed On-Ramp 3 flow! will exceed its capacity if the tentativ
metering rates are implemented.

Therefore, in Step 3, the original critical section needs t
relieved by a new coordination group including only On Ram
and 2. Metering rates for those two ramps are recalculated, w

Fig. 2. Nonline
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is similar to Step 1. Following the numerical example in Ste
the new tentative metering rates for On Ramps 1 and 2 shou
4 and 8, respectively.

Step 4 checks mainline sections~1 and 2! in the new coordi
nation group, and no new critical section is identified. There
the metering rates for On Ramps 1~four vehicles! and 2 ~eight
vehicles! are finalized.

The next critical section is the next upstream mainline se
~Section 3!. BecauseX=3, three upstream on-ramps~3, 4, and 5!
are coordinated in Step 5. Tentative metering rates are deter
according to the equity coordination process previously desc
in Step 1.

Step 6 is a checking step similar to Steps 2 and 4, and
cludes no section in the current coordination group~mainline Sec
tions 3, 4, and 5! will be critical under the tentative rates~i.e.,
ramp flow determined in the previous coordination step would
cause over capacity flow!, which are then finalized.

These alternating coordination and checking steps in BEE
executed until the metering rates for all on ramps are determ
The input data required by the BEEX strategies include mai
capacity and real-time traffic counts, both of which are wid
available. These strategies do not require origin–destination
mation but assume that the probability a vehicle exits via a
cific off ramp is independent of its origin.

Simulation and Results

The BEEX is a family of control strategies with different degr
of equity consideration. They can be evaluated and the str
with the least weighted travel time identified via simulation.Aim-
sun2 is selected to demonstrate this concept. A 20 km two-
section of TH169 northbound from I-494 to I-94 in the Tw
Cities is selected as the test site. There are ten weaving se
24 on ramps, 25 off ramps, four high occupancy vehicle bypa
and two freeway-to-freeway ramps. The temporal~1400–1930
hrs! and spatial boundaries of the simulation experiment are
of congestion and traffic demand data were collected on M
21, 2000. This freeway segment was calibrated forAimsun2by
Hourdakis and Michalopoulos~2002!. The BEEXs are coded
C++ extensions that read detector data from and feed me

ighting function
ar we
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rates back to the simulator every 30 s. After five runs for e
BEEX strategy and the base case~no metering!, weighted trave
times are calculated based on a plausible nonconstant weig
function specified in Fig. 2. In this function, uncongested tr
times are weighted by unity. It is assumed that as delay incre
the weight also increases at a diminishing rate. The ave
weight for delays is between 8 and 17 based on the findin

Fig. 3. Simulation results: a

Fig. 4. Simulation results: free
480 / JOURNAL OF TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING © ASCE / JUNE 20
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Hensher~2000!. Queuing analysis is used to track individ
ramp delays. Freeway mainline travel times are computed dir
from Aimsun2statistical and detector outputs.

Results are summarized in Fig. 3. The BEE1, with no eq
consideration, is the most efficient strategy with the minim
absolute travel time which is 10% lower than no-control. I
clear that equity is improved at the expense of efficiency w

e and weighted total travel time

ainline travel time and ramp delay
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drops consistently asX increases. Even coordinating one m
ramp for equity consideration would cause a significant incr
in total travel time~the difference between BEE1 and BEE2
statistically significant at level 0.05!. Up to a critical point~X
=5!, the remaining efficiency is even worse than the no-co
scenario. If at this critical point the metering system is still c
sidered as unacceptably inequitable, the best choice is not
ploy the metering system. However, when minimizing weigh
travel time is the objective, BEE2 becomes the best strateg
BEEX strategies can be viewed as Pareto optimal solution
cause no strategy is more efficient and more equitable tha
other. Weighted travel time naturally balances the two objec
and identifies the best-available strategy.

Since there is no congestion on the freeway mainline u
BEEXs, total absolute mainline travel time is about constant~see
Fig. 4!. Compared to the no-control scenario, BEEXs on ave
save 1,146 vehicle h on the freeway mainline. AsX increase
more drivers are delayed at on ramps and total delay incre
but delays are more evenly distributed among drivers. Fo
stance, BEE2, compared to BEE1, causes more total but s
average delay per delayed driver. This is why BEE2 outperfo
BEE1 when both are evaluated by weighted travel time.

Conclusions

An alternative objective for ramp metering, minimizing weigh
travel time, is proposed to address the emerging need of bala
efficiency and equity in freeway operations. Drivers on met
freeways will become more and more aware of the ramp co
inequity as traffic continues growing and delays at some on r
increase. The new objective can be viewed as a compromis
tween engineers~efficiency! and politicians~equity and public
acceptance!. But more importantly, it comes from a better und
standing of utility because the weights could represent dri
real perception of different types of travel experience.

Ramp control strategies in the BEEX family identify bot
necks in real time and only require traffic data that are wi
available. Decision makers can tune the balance between
ciency and equity to the desirable level by simply adjusting
value of one parameter in BEEX—on-ramp coordination fact
without any equipment change.

Equity coordination improves system equity in a very syst
JOURNAL
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atic manner at an acceptable loss of efficiency. On the tes
BEE2–BEE5 all significantly reduce travel time. A constrain
maximum queue length or delay can also improve equity
overriding rules. But in that case, a sophisticated algorithm m
mizing efficiency determines metering rates most of the time
occasionally an extremely simple rule overrides the algorith
the name of equity. Future research may compare the effe
ness of different methods.
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